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Dear Ms. Steffanic,

Let me introduce myself and my practice to you. I have been a nurse practitioner
in NW PA since i graduated in 1995. In that time I have practiced in Titusville. a men's
xncd/niax security prison and most recently a very small and verv rural community
pr Hilary care oiticc. r ore si uoumy is so sinaii tiiat we cio not nave a stop iigiit IR tuc
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full time and my collaborative physician is part time.

Perhaps already you can see where I may be going with this letter. My patients
are all very well aware and pleased with having a nurse practitioner as their primary or
regular health, care provider. In a community this rural there has been s. long and very
positive histor)^ of NP providers. Where my patients have a problem is during those
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premise. My back-up collaborator is 20 to 25 miles away and there have been times
where he has had to write the prescription and the patient has had to drive to pick it up
horn a physician they do not know. They are not confused about my role but they are
confused about why I can write the original script but not the refills. They are upset with
the inconvenience of having to travel so far to get a refill of their medication that in some
cases they have been on for years.

problems involvmg multiple diagnoses, changing diagnoses, polyphaniiacy, aiigina, renal
insufficiency, CHF...I v^as surprised to see that I would still able see diabetics and do
pclvics. 1 don't mean to be so sarcastic but these "complicated" patients represent a
significant percentage of my practice! This is Pennsylvania with an aging population and
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Forest County is no different than anywhere eise in PA. Most adults develop multiple
chronic problems thai require multiple tests, medications and frequently specialists. My

stieiits. with &11 their rnsiw ni&DV nrol̂ ernR.. tell me th;i.t t.hev amireciAte the fact that I do

or system standing up behind him. My 'network; is not just my collaborative and my
back-up collaborative, it is one of the area pediatricians, the neighborhood pharmacist, the
physical therapist m my building, one of the area dentists, an area OB-G group, & mental
health NP, the hospital surgeons.. .all experts in their fields and all available to help i f l
ask tor help or advise, j his actually enhances the quality of patient care 1 provide.

and their family and how the regulations as they are currently written interfere with their

Respectfully.

I.
Patricia C, Lamb. MSNxCRNP, FNP-BC


